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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

THE NEXT GENERATION OF
AWARD-WINNING NAIL PRODUCTS

FAMOUS NAMES LLC

IBX™  SYSTEM 
BEFORE YOU START
IBX As you would with any new service, please ask your client if he or she  

has ever had any sensitivities, allergies, or adverse reactions from a nail  

product. If yes, do not apply IBX . If any part of the nail bed is exposed, do  

not apply IBX .

When applying IBX or IBX REPAIR, always work in such a manner that you  

avoid all contact with the skin in order to avoid potential adverse skin  

reactions. If redness or rash occurs during or after application, discontinue 

use immediately.

Applying the IBX System requires a heat source. We recommend a basic  

table lamp with a 75-100 watt bulb held 6-8 inches away. A small blow dryer  

set to low heat and low speed held 16-18” away is also an option. Alternatively, 

if an infrared style heat source is used, make sure to hold the hand far  

enough away that the heat received is similar to the 75-100 watt bulb to  

avoid over evaporation. 

After you penetrate the product into the nailplate with heat (and then lightly 

blot), the IBX System will require curing with either an LED or UV style lamp. 

Cure time should be based on the manufacturer’s suggested cure time for 

their gel polish color coat. 

IBX REPAIR SHOULD NEVER BE USED ALONE, IT MUST BE USED IN  

COMBINATION WITH IBX.

WE 
RECOMMEND view our How-To video at

IBXnails.com 
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APPLYING IBX UNDER GEL POLISH 
ON FIRST-TIME CLIENTS
NOTE:
USING THE IBX SYSTEM UNDER GEL POLISH REQUIRES THE USE OF BOTH 
IBX REPAIR AND IBX . 

1.  Remove Gel Polish Coating according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2. Clip excess free edge length and/or delamination, and shape all nails. 

3. Cleanse all nails with your preferred nail cleanser.

4.  After gently shaking the bottle, carefully and thinly apply IBX REPAIR to the 
surface of every nail on one hand, just like you would polish, no closer to the 
soft tissue than 1/16”. 

5. Place the hand under a heat source for 1 minute.

6.  After 1 minute, if necessary, remove any excess IBX REPAIR by lightly blotting 
with a lint free pad. Then, place hand under an LED or UV style lamp using the  
manufacturer’s recommended cure time for their gel polish color coat.

7. Repeat steps 4-6 on the other hand.

8. Cleanse all nails with your preferred nail cleanser.

9.  After gently shaking the IBX bottle, carefully and thinly apply IBX to nails as 
you would polish, no closer to the soft tissue than 1/16”. 

10.  Place hand under a heat source for 4 minutes.

11.  With a lint-free pad, lightly blot to CAREFULLY remove excess IBX . Then, 
place hand under LED or UV style lamp using the manufacturer’s  
recommended cure time for their gel polish color coat.

12. Cleanse all nails with your preferred nail cleanser. 

13.  First-time IBX clients will require two applications of IBX , so repeat steps 9-12 
on both hands with one change: on the second application, keep the nails 
under the heat source for only 2 minutes.

14.  After the second IBX application, reapply the Gel Polish Coating as you  
normally would following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

For all ongoing applications, after removing the Gel Polish Coating:  
Apply one coat each of IBX REPAIR (one minute under heat) and IBX  
(two minutes under heat). Follow the rest of the steps as written.
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THE IBX SYSTEM 
UNDER GEL POLISH

Shows results after  
five soak off cycles.
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APPLYING IBX FOR NATURAL NAIL 
GROWTH ON FIRST-TIME CLIENTS
NOTE:
All services require the use of IBX (the workhorse of the IBX SYSTEM). 

1.  Remove nail polish, then clip excess free edge length and/or delamination 
and shape all nails.

2. Cleanse all nails with your preferred nail cleanser.

3.  If the nails have any cracks, peeling or delamination, proceed first with the 
IBX REPAIR Treatment (see next page for IBX REPAIR instructions). Then, 
continue to step 4.

4.  After gently shaking the IBX bottle, carefully and thinly apply IBX to nails as 
you would polish, no closer to the soft tissue than 1/16”.

5.  Place hand under a heat source for 4 minutes.

6.  With a lint-free pad, lightly blot to CAREFULLY remove excess IBX . Then, 
place hand under an LED or UV style lamp using the manufacturer’s  
recommended cure time for their gel polish color coat.

7. Cleanse all nails with your preferred nail cleanser.

8.  First-time IBX clients will require two applications, so repeat steps 4-7 on 
both hands with one change: on the second application, keep the nails 
under the heat source for only 2 minutes.

9.  After the second IBX application: perform a manicure as normal, push 
eponychium back, and clean up if needed. Finish with Dadi’ Oil.

For all ongoing applications: Apply only one coat of IBX (two minutes  
under heat). Use IBX REPAIR as needed for specific areas of damage.  
Follow the rest of the steps as written.
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IBX REPAIR FOR  
NATURAL NAIL GROWTH
IBX REPAIR IS FOR DAMAGE CORRECTION AND CANNOT BE USED ALONE.  
A COAT OF IBX MUST BE APPLIED AFTER USING IBX REPAIR.  

1.  Apply IBX REPAIR into any gaps caused by delamination, cracking or  
splitting on each nail that requires treatment. Apply IBX REPAIR specifically 
to the areas of damage. Let the treatment “wick” into the space between 
the delaminated layers. You will be able to see IBX REPAIR flowing into the 
gap. Continue to add IBX REPAIR until the gap is “full.”

2. Place the hand under heat source for 1 minute.

3.  Do not wipe away any excess product unless it has run out of the gap. If 
you do need to remove excess IBX REPAIR, proceed very gently and avoid 
pressure that may force product out of the newly filled gap. Then, place 
hand under an LED or UV style lamp using the manufacturer’s  
recommended cure time for their gel polish color coat.

4.  Repeat steps 1-3 for nails on the other hand, as needed and then  
proceed to step 4 of the IBX application.
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